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NEW-FOR-2021 BESRA FOLDER FROM ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY®  
 

New Versatile and Functional Titanium Frame Lock Design Joins Family of Quality Blades 
 
Ontario Knife Company® (OKC®) has been building quality knives for extreme conditions for more than 130 years, and their newest 
addition for 2021 doesn’t disappoint, blending unique design with unmatched quality for an affordable price.  If you’re a fan of OKC’s 
popular Shikra folder, then you’ll also appreciate its newest sibling, the OKC Besra.  
 
“The Besra is our newest design and follow-up to OKC’s popular Shikra folder that was introduced last year, incorporating a similar 
look and quality materials with unique changes customers will appreciate,” said Kenneth Trbovich, President and CEO of Ontario 
Knife Company. “The Besra’s blade blends the profile of a sheepsfoot with the width and style of a cleaver which translates to a very 
straight cutting edge. It’s a very functional, lightweight knife that will prove to be a folder favorite,” he added. 
 
The OKC Besra’s 2.875-inch blade is made of AUS-8 stainless steel with a stonewashed black PVD coating which not only makes 
the knife look impressive, it works to prevent corrosion.  Its sheepsfoot style shape with a piercing point helps users achieve a 
perfectly straight cut and tackle delicate cutting work. When closed the entire folder measures 4.25-inches, reaching its full length of 
7.25-inches when deployed – making it ideal for every day carry.  Deploying the blade is incredibly smooth thanks to its convenient 
flipper tab and ball bearing pivot system. Taking after its popular sibling the Shikra, the handle is crafted with a tan linen Micarta on 
one side and full Titainium on the other.  This reduced the weight while providing an excellent grip, even in wet conditions. A 
reversible pocket-clip helps secure the knife in your possession when not in use. The OKC Besra folder has an MSRP of $55.95. 

 
Founded in 1889, the Ontario Knife Company® is an award-winning knife, cutlery, and tool manufacturer operating out of 
Upstate New York for over 125 years. OKC® produces a wide range of tools, including cutlery and kitchenware, hunting and 
fishing knives, machetes, survival and rescue equipment, science and medical tools, and tactical knives. OKC has a long 
tradition of building knives and tools for the U.S. military, producing high quality equipment that has seen continuous service 
since WWII. In addition to being a major supplier to the U.S. Armed Forces, OKC leverages a network of distributors, dealers, 
and major commercial retailers to sell its products nationwide and internationally to over 35 countries. OKC’s custom 
manufacturing division Jericho® Tool, advances capabilities including a broad-spectrum of injection molding, tool and die, and 
machining operations to provide white label and OEM manufacturing services for consumer and industrial goods. Collectively 
OKC’s product lines and manufacturing services reach the housewares, sporting goods, tactical, security, law enforcement & 
first responders, education, science & medical, and industrial & agricultural industries. 
 
For more information about Ontario Knife Company and its industry-leading line of advanced knives, machetes, edged 
products and specialty tools, contact Ontario Knife Company at P.O. Box 145-26 Empire Street · Franklinville, NY 14737 · 
Telephone (716) 676-5527 · Or visit www.ontarioknife.com. The Ontario Knife Company is a subsidiary of publicly traded 
Servotronics, Inc. (NYSE MKT - SVT). 
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